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TRANSFER REACTIONS NEARTHE COULOMB BARRIER�Angela BonaorsoIstituto Nazionale di Fisia NuleareSezione di Pisa, 56100 Pisa,ItalyE-mail: BONACCORSO�AXPIA.PI.INFNI.IT(Reeived Deember 8, 1998)In this talk I give a brief review of the latest experimental and theo-retial developments towards the understanding of the nulear surfae via`quasi-elasti transfer reations' whih are among the best tools for suhstudy sine they are very loalized both in energy and in impat param-eter. There are also omments on how the disovery and study of theso alled �halo� nulei has hanged or on�rmed our previous understand-ing. The ontinuous transition towards more ompliated reations like twoand multinuleon transfer and fusion is also disussed. Sine the problemis still far from being solved I will try to point out the diretion for furtherresearh, disussing the relative advantages and disadvantages of using re-ations with light vs. heavy nulei and low vs. high beam energies. Speialattention is paid to the near to the barrier energies whih are the maintopi of the onferene.PACS numbers: 24.10.Eq, 24.50.+g, 25.10.+s, 25.40.Hs1. IntrodutionIn normal situations nulei are in the liquid phase beause the singlepartile harateristis of the onstituent nuleons are dominant and theyare �nite beause they are made up of neutrons and protons, the latterbeing subjet to the Coulomb fore. Their quantum mehanial nature isexpressed by the fat that we need wave funtions to desribe them andthese wave funtions have tails. Evidently they show up best at the nulearsurfae whih, as a onsequene, is di�use. A proper theoretial de�nition ofthe nulear di�useness parameter and an experimental method to determineit do not exist and an interesting introdution to the problem an be found� Presented at the International Conferene �Nulear Physis Close to the Barrier�,Warszawa, Poland, June 30�July 4, 1998.(1421)



1422 A. Bonaorsoin these proeedings, in the talk of Dobazewski. On the other hand thenulear root mean square radius is easily de�ned in terms of the nulear ororbital density as hr2i1=2 = R �(r)r2drR �(r)drand it an be alulated one the density is extrated from experimentaldata.In spite of about 40 years of study there are still several phenomenolog-ial evidenes whih are not properly understood. For example the nulearsurfae beomes relatively sharper inreasing the mass number of the nuleibut also inreasing the inident energy of the projetile ion in a nuleus�nuleus reation. The nuleon�nuleon orrelations are more important onthe surfae beause of the diminished e�et of the Pauli priniple, and vari-ous phenomena appear whih are all somehow related: the e�etive mass [1℄,threshold anomaly in the real potential well [2,3℄, damping of the single par-tile resonanes [4, 5℄, the role of pairing and surfae deformation [6℄ et.Finally there is some evidene that for nulei with N > Z the neutron den-sity funtion onstruted from the single partile wave funtions has a largerextension than the proton density suh that protons are on�ned in a smallervolume. The nulear periphery an be studied with sophistiated methodslike antiproton absorption, see Lubinski et al. [7℄, or eletrosattering, seeBatty et al. [8℄. Here I will onentrate on methods based on nuleon trans-fer reations. For a general and very extensive review of the experimentaltehniques I refer to Rehm [9℄.2. Semilassial methods for transfer reationsIn a nulear ollision there is a region of impat parameters in whih atransition is made between a ondition of no interation and one in whih astrong interation ours. In this surfae region, where the nuleon densityfalls down more or less steeply, there is an appreiable probability that aprojetile an interat inelastially with one or few target nuleons or justindue one simple mode of nulear exitation as the shape osillations. Thenthe residual partile esapes. These reations our quikly beause theirharateristi times are of the order of the transit time of the projetile arossthe target. This is omparable with the time it takes a nuleon to make asingle turn. These kind of proesses are often well desribed by perturbationtheory and they are alled �diret reations� as opposed to ompound nuleusreations in whih partiles penetrate deeper and su�er many ollisions.Therefore diret reations onstitute a kind of �doorways� through whihompound nuleus formation is initiated. For the same reasons they arelassi�ed as �quasi-elasti� reations [9, 10℄.



Transfer Reations Near the Coulomb Barrier 1423The desription of nulear reations is ompliated beause the quantummehanial nature of nulei in�uenes both the relative motion as well asthe exhanges of partiles, energy, momentum and angular momentum be-tween the interating ions. However, at energies well below or well abovethe Coulomb barrier and for su�iently heavy ions the onditions for semi-lassial motion are satis�ed. This happens when the nulear interation isnot muh ative and the sattering is governed by the Coulomb �eld. Thenthe relative motion is given by a lassial trajetory and there is a one byone orrespondene between the sattering angle and the distane of losestapproah [11℄. The trajetories for whih there is little overlap of the poten-tials of two interating nulei give rise to quasi-elasti sattering while thoseorresponding to strong overlap give rise to strong absorption into manydi�erent hannels. Broglia and Winther [12℄ and Esbensen, Broglia andWinther [13℄ have shown, starting from the full oupled equation solution ofthe ion�ion sattering, that the transfer probabilities are small enough to betreated as �rst order perturbation of the elasti ion-ion hannel, providedone takes distant trajetories for whih the no-overlap ondition for the twoion potentials is satis�ed. Then the ejetile angular distribution followingtransfer an be written asd�d
 = d�d
RPtr(d)Pel(d) ; (1)where (d�=d
)R is the Rutherford angular distribution.The term Pel measures the degree of inelastiity along the trajetory ifthere are absorption e�ets into other hannels [14,15℄. The quantity d is thedistane of losest approah for the lassial relative motion trajetory. Asimple strong absorption model supposes that there is a value of the distaneof losest approah, alled strong absorption radius, Rs, suh that Pel = 1 ifd � Rs Pel = 0 if d < Rs where d an be parameterized asd = d0(A1=3t +A1=3p ) fm ; (2)where At and Ap are the mass numbers of the target and projetile ore.A smooth ut�o� parameterization whih takes into aount the surfaedi�useness has been introdued in [16℄ asPel(d) = exp(�(ln 2) exp(Rs � d)=a) ; (3)where a is a surfae di�useness parameter whih ould be derived by �ttingthe above equation to data of the type shown in Fig. 1 and disussed in thefollowing and Rs is de�ned by Pel(Rs) = 1=2. Eq. (3) originates from thesemilassial forms of the nulear nuleus�nuleus S-matrix and phase shift



1424 A. Bonaorsowhih an be related to the imaginary part of the N�N optial potential[14, 15℄.Therefore the �rst problem is to �nd the value of the parameter d0 suhthat d = Rs, thus de�ning somehow the borderline between elasti andabsorptive hannels. The value of Rs is important also beause it is theradius whih enters into the de�nition of the nominal Coulomb barrier. Invery heavy systems, due to strong deformation Rs annot have an uniquevalue. In the same way when several steps our during the reation leadingto di�erent deformations, various barriers will be present at eah di�erentstep. The omplexity in the unique de�nition of d0 an be seen in Fig. 1 fromRehm [17℄, where the ratio of the quasielasti ross setion to the Rutherfordone is given as a funtion of d0 for heavy (top) and light systems (bottom).One sees learly that it is neessary to go to large relative distanes in orderto attain the regime of pure lassial elasti sattering and that there is aertain spread of ross setion values in the ase of light systems. Thereforestronger nulear struture e�ets are expeted at the surfae of light nulei

Fig. 1. Cross setions for quasielasti sattering (inluding exitation up to 5 MeV)normalized to the orresponding Rutherford value plotted as funtion of the reduedradius parameter d0 for heavy (a) and light (b) systems.



Transfer Reations Near the Coulomb Barrier 1425as ompared to the ase of heavy nulei beause there is an extended regionof small but not negligible overlap between the two potentials. The sameinformation an be drawn from Figs 2(a) and 2(b) whih show systematisof one neutron transfer reations as a funtion of the ground state Q-valuefor energies well above the Coulomb barrier (a) and lose to it (b).

Fig. 2. Redued transfer ross setions, de�ned as �t � (BiBf)1:1 (Bi and Bf beingthe neutron separation energies in the donor and aeptor nulei) as a funtion ofthe ground-state Q value. The urve is the �t to the data. (a) data orrespondingto 20�30% above the Coulomb barrier [18℄. (b) the same lose to the barrier.Full squares: systems with ZpZt � 1800; open squares: ZpZt < 1200, asterisks:intermediate systems [19℄.The suess of the smooth systematis indiates that aside of the Q-valueand separation-energy dependene, nulear struture is essentially averagedout when integrated ross setions are onsidered for high inident energies.In the ase of Fig. 2(b) the points for light systems show a large spread whihin our opinion indiates again that for light systems the struture of thesurfae hanges so muh from system to system that an average desriptionannot be attained [20℄.3. One-nuleon transferOne that the semilassial onditions for the sattering are realized, thenext step is to determine the form of the transfer probability or form fatorgiven by the fator Ptr in Eq. (1). Experiments an measure the transfer andelasti ross setions. Then von Oertzen and several other authors ( [21℄ andreferenes therein) plot the ratio �tr=�el as a funtion of the parameter d0. At



1426 A. Bonaorsovery large distanes where Eq. (1) and Pel = 1 should hold, and in preseneof only, hopefully, transfer hannels, the result on a logarithmi sale isa straight line suggesting that Ptr = e�2�d. The exponential dependeneon d is easily understood on the basis of the tunnelling interpretation ofthe transfer proess. An equivalent physial interpretation in terms of theoverlap between initial and �nal neutron momentum distributions an alsobe found in Lo Monao and Brink [22℄.For all systems the values of the one-nuleon transfer probability P1nobtained are in the range 0.1�0.2 at an overlap parameter d0 = 1:5fm , afat whih shows that the integrated single partile strength (nulear den-sity) outside a given nulear radius does not vary signi�antly with the massof the nuleus. This statement refers to proesses, where nuleons are ex-hanged between their low-lying on�gurations at the Fermi surfae, whihis generally the ase at energies below the barrier [23℄.The exponential form of the transfer probability obtained from phe-nomenologial evidene is often referred to as the Bass model [11℄ at en-ergies below the barrier and the deay slope is given as �2 = �2m~"=~2 and~" = ("i"f)1=2. The model of Brink and ollaborators valid at high energyassumes that the relative motion trajetory is a straight line, then a properquantum mehanial alulation of the transfer probability gives also anexponential behavior [16,22℄ and the following form of the slope parameter:~" = 12("i + "f)� 14  ("i � "f)212mv2 + 12mv2! ; (4)where 12mv2 is the inident energy per nuleon at the distane of losestapproah d = Rs and "i, "f are the initial and �nal binding energies of thetransferred nuleon, respetively.The approah of Sørensen and Winther [24℄ is similar in spirit to theBrink model but it is valid at energies lose to the barrier beause it takesinto aount aeleration e�ets along the trajetory of relative motion. Itgives also an exponential form of the transfer probability, with a slope de�-nition a bit more ompliated than Eq. (4). These authors have shown thatthe two methods are of omparable auray starting from energies of about2VCB.The formula (4) implies that the slope parameter is a funtion of theinident energy. It has a minimum when jQj = j"i�"f j = 12mv2. Fig. 3 fromRef. [17℄ shows that �, as funtion of Ein, has a behavior lose to the onepredited by Eq. (4). Then the exponential form of the transfer probabilityimplies that, at high inident energies the ross setion is maximum in orre-spondene to the minimum value of the slope parameter �. At energies loseto the barrier one should have Q = 0 in order to have the optimum transfer



Transfer Reations Near the Coulomb Barrier 1427onditions, while at energies below the barrier the most favorite reationshave Q > 0.

Fig. 3. (a) Experimental slope parameters 2� for the one-neutron transfer reation208Pb(58Ni,59Ni)207Pb as a funtion of the energy above the Coulomb barrier E/V.The dotted line is the theoretial slope alulated aording to the Bass model. (b)The same, but for the two-neutron transfer 208Pb(58Ni,60Ni)206Pb.Several types of slope anomalies are disussed in the literature wheneverthe data do not �t the above piture of an exponential probability deayingwith a simply de�ned parameter. Same examples are:� the experimental slope parameter is not onsistent with the preditions(e.g. for 2n transfers or for deformed nulei, see next setion);� there are osillations in the di�erential ross setion;� the slope dereases with inrease of energy from below the barrier tovalues lose to it [25℄ or strongly inreases with inreasing of energy[26℄;� the ratio between 2p and 1p transfers is strongly energy dependent [26℄.A disussion of these e�ets an be found in a reent review paper [21℄.Some authors suggest that the anomalies an ame from the fat that the



1428 A. Bonaorsoexponential form fator and/or Eq. (1) do not apply. This an be due tooupling with other hannels and/or to di�ration e�ets whih invalidatethe simple piture of sattering along a Rutherford orbit. In some asesthe slope parameter has to be de�ned better, for example for energies wellabove the barrier one should use Eq. (4) whih, as disussed above, takesinto aount the inident energy dependene. In some ases improvementsin the understanding have been obtained by(a) extending the semilassial model by taking into aount the (usuallydisregarded) in�uene of the nulear branh of the de�etion funtion[26�31℄, or by(b) introduing quantum di�rational e�et [31�34℄.Traditionally transfer reations are used for determination of spetro-sopi fators. This an be obtained when transitions to individual levelsare resolved and omparison with standard DWBA alulations of angulardistributions is made. Typial examples are shown in Fig. 12 of Rehm [9℄review paper. Experimental absolute ross setions for one-neutron transferan be used to get asymptoti normalization onstants [16, 22, 35℄ by om-paring to alulations whih use mirosopi form fators obtained usinganalytial solutions of the Shrödinger equation outside the nulear poten-tial well [35℄. From this information and the experimentally known bindingenergy one an dedue the �true� wave funtion, the Wood�Saxon well pa-rameters and �nally alulate the mean square radius . Some papers onthis subjet are those of Durrel et al. [36℄ and Körner and Shi�er [37℄. Inpartiular in the latter [37℄ the (d; t) and (p; d) reations on 208Pb have beenstudied at several energies below the Coulomb barrier. Relatively simpleand parameter-free analysis yields the absolute normalization of the asymp-toti tail for the neutron states near the Fermi surfae. We show in Fig. 4from [37℄ the density distributions obtained for neutrons and protons andthe Tables whih give the root mean square radius for several single partileorbits as well as the rms radii of the proton and neutron distributions. Fig. 4is one of the best evidenes that in presene of a neutron exess, the neutrondensity extends further out than the proton density.There are however other, and perhaps better probes of the nulear pe-riphery as low energy negative hadrons, like K and p [8℄. E.g. the paper [38℄shows that p are absorbed in a region around 3 fm beyond the half-densityradius. This is aused by the short mean free path of p in nulear mat-ter, whih is shorter than 1 fm, as well as the mehanism of interation viaatomi asade whih populates states of high angular momenta.Another interesting point to be disussed is the exitation energy sharingbetween the diret reation partners whih has been studied sine many



Transfer Reations Near the Coulomb Barrier 1429

Fig. 4. Neutron and proton densities in 208Pb derived from the 1n transfer data [37℄.TABLE IMean-square radiihr2i1=2 aState (fm)3p1=2 6:10� 0:103p3=2 5:97� 0:092f5=2 5:92� 0:052f7=2 5:76� 0:051i13=2 6:20� 0:151h9=2 5:90� 0:15bAverage 5:99� 0:10a The unertainties re�et both experimental errors and some of the unertain-ties in the wave funtions used to estimate hr2i from the magnitude of the tail.b Not diretly from data, but estimated by extrapolating from the p1=2 and f5=2states using a variety of Woods�Saxon potentials. Weighted by the number of partiles in eah orbit.



1430 A. Bonaorso TABLE IISummary of root-mean-square radii a hr2i1=2 a(fm)Protons (harge) 5.51Neutron exess (from Coulomb energy di�erene) 5.95Neutron exess (from present work) 6:04� 0:10Neutron exess (predited from Woods�Saxon well) 6.28a For purposes of omparison with the harge radius, the �nite size of the nuleonis folded into the radii.years, experimental data are however very santy. The few available data,e.g. Ref. [39, 40℄ suggest that the exitation energy is transferred mainlytowards the reeptor, a diretion preferred also by the semilassial modelof Brink and ollaborators [22℄. Some new insight into the problem has beenreently obtained by using the partile-gamma oinidene methods. Wu etal. [41℄ have found that at least in 1n transfer between 161Dy and 58;61Ni atnear barrier energies the reeptor reeives substantial fration of the totalexitation. Theoretial interpretation of experimentally found partition ofexitation energy suggests that it is determined mainly by spetrosopifator distribution. The new generation of gamma-ray detetors apable ofe�etive measurements of gamma�gamma orrelations between the donorand reeptor is giving exiting new possibilities to study this problem.4. Two-nuleon transferAs we have shown before one nuleon transfer is a useful tool to obtainspetrosopi information. Two nuleon transfer is important to understandpairing whih is the basi lustering phenomenon in nulei. In partiular itis important to understand whether pair transfer is a two-step or one-stepproess. In fat if nuleons are transferred independently of eah other insuessive steps, it means that the shell e�ets are dominant. The transferprobability should deay, as a funtion of the distane of losest approahd, with a slope 2� where the parameter � has been already disussed in theprevious setion. This expetation is very seldom met by the experimen-tal data whih in most ases follow a less steep deay. Suh an enhanedbehavior is often interpreted as an evidene for one-step pair transfer [21℄.Simultaneous pair transfer is a measure of the on�guration mixing between



Transfer Reations Near the Coulomb Barrier 1431several single partile wave funtions neessary to build up the pair wavefuntion [42℄. Con�guration mixing has to be omplete if pairing is thedominant struture e�et on the surfae. Experimentally these studies arevery demanding: one needs good mass, harge and Q-resolution at the sametime. Also the ross setions are small and need to be measured with greatauray, for this reason spetrometers are the best detetion systems forsuh reations. However, the obtained results are quite rewarding.Two reent experiments suggest dominant [43℄ or at least important [21℄role played by simultaneous pair transfer mehanism. In both ases medium-heavy ions were used (58Ni+60;64Ni in the former and 37Cl+40Ca in thelatter) at energy lose to the barrier. Fig. 5 from [43℄ shows the ratio of thequasi-elasti angular distribution to the Rutherford one for several inidentenergies. At bakward angles it is bell shaped at the highest available energyand the data an be explained inluding the oupling to pair transfer by usingmarosopi form fators as in Dasso and Pollarolo [44℄. Similar result isillustrated by Fig. 6 from von Oertzen [21℄, where the data from one-protontransfer 40Ca(37Cl,38Ar)39K are plotted together with those for two-protontransfer in 40Ca(37Cl,39K)38Ar, as populating the same �nal hannel withejetile and reoil interhanged [45℄.

Fig. 5. Elasti sattering angular distributions of 58Ni+60Ni. The solid lines arethe results of the CC alulations inluding the �rst-order ouplings to inelastiexitations of olletive 2+1 and 3�1 states of both projetile and target. The dashedlines are the results inluding the pair transfer proess.



1432 A. Bonaorso

Fig. 6. Angular distribution of 37Cl+40Ca!39 K+38Ar. The urves orrespond todi�erent variants of alulations. In partiular solid line is the result of alulationsinluding both single-step and sequential pair transfer proesses.However, experimental data on this subjet are still rare (the elasti 2ntransfer was observed [43℄ in quite a heavy system for the �rst time) and theabove �ndings annot be generalized, sine they are ertainly system depen-dent. E.g. the authors of [43℄ notied that the pair deformation parameterwhih measures the olletive harater of the pair transfer mode inreasedwith the valene neutron number.To onlude this setion, I would say that theoretial results are in mostases in qualitative agreement with experimental results but there is still alot to do. For example experiments have not been able so far to distinguishsequential transfer from pair transfer. From the theoretial point of viewoften one supposes that the transfers of individual nuleons are independentof eah other and the Q-value e�ets are averaged somehow. In the ase ofsimultaneous pair transfer e�etive form fators are used but we still lak amirosopi theory of pair transfer. Some insight in the problem ould omefrom the understanding of the breakup of halo nulei like 11Li and 6He. Bothof them have two neutrons in the halo, but apparently their breakup andfusion properties are di�erent. I will ome bak to this subjet in the setionon halo nulei.



Transfer Reations Near the Coulomb Barrier 14335. Multinuleon transferMany features of multinuleon transfer are still very poorly understood,as e.g. the relative weight of sequential transfers to the more ompliatedones involving transfer of pairs or nuleon lusters [46℄. The latest resultson multinuleon transfer are from Jiang et al. [47℄ and Corradi et al. [46℄.They measured respetively the systems 58Ni+124Sn and 48Ca+124Sn. Inthe �rst ase the transfer of up to six neutrons was studied while the seondexperiment measured up to six-proton transfer. In both ases it was nees-sary to make full oupled hannel alulations to explain the data. Here Ishow in Fig. 7 from [46℄ the mass distribution of the ejetile nuleus orre-sponding to only neutron transfer (0p) or to neutron transfer plus 1p and 2pstripping and pikup. The histogram presents the alulations aording tothe model of Winther [48℄ whih takes into aount only suessive transfer.Pair transfer and the important � transfer are taken into aount in thealulations shown in the lower part of Fig. 7 where one an see that the a-ord with the experimental data has improved. Both experiments �nd thatthe entroid of Q-value spetra move towards higher exitation energy andthe widths inrease as the number of transferred neutrons inrease. Thesefeatures ould not be reprodued by the alulations.

Fig. 7. Experimental (points) and alulated (histograms) angle integrated rosssetions for the transfer produts. The lower part of the �gure shows the resultsof taking into aount in the alulations nuleon pair transfer and � transferproesses.



1434 A. BonaorsoMultinuleon transfer and the fat that the transfer an be sequential orsimultaneous show the interplay between struture and reation mehanism.Inreasing the number of partiles transferred one inreases the interationtime and then the inelastiity of the reation. There is nek formationand the dynamis evolves towards fusion, passing trough a deep inelastistage. Suh a regime is disussed by Volkov's ontribution to this onferene.Several interesting papers on the subjet of transfer as a doorway to fusionan be found in [49℄. Obviously suh an evolution must orrespond alsoto a hange in inident energy to meet the best experimental onditions toobtain large ross setions. Spetrosopy with light nulei is best done atlow energy but with heavy ions one needs to go at energies of several tensof MeV. On the other hand oupling of transfer to other degrees of freedomis best done at low energies, around the barrier.6. Coupling to other hannelsAn important di�erene between heavy ion indued reations and thelight-ion ollisions is the inreased importane of the oupling between thevarious reation modes. I disuss now brie�y the oupling between transferand other hannels, in partiular inelasti exitations and fusion. In suh aoupling regime, whih is quite ommon at energies near the barrier, transferis most often a doorway to fusion so it is interesting to study whih of thetwo is most important and in whih onditions. The main dependene isprobably on the masses and shell struture of the two nulei and on the Q-values involved. In most ases these ouplings at as to derease the e�etivebarrier and so fusion is enhaned.For example the work of Vandenbosh et al., [50℄ has shown that fusionand quasi elasti exitation funtions measured for the quasi-symmetri sys-tem 40Ca + 46;48;50Ti at several inident energies near the barrier , Ein =100�150 MeV, an be explained only introduing oupling to 1 and 2-neutrontransfers and to surfae vibrations. In partiular for the above system trans-fer oupling rises with target mass number. This is beause the Q-valuebeomes more positive, what enhanes transfer probability, and at the sametime the probability of surfae vibrations diminishes approahing shell lo-sure.The reent results of the oupled-hannel analysis [51℄ of the 58Ni+124Snreation [47℄ show the degree of maturity reahed by theory: they providea omprehensive and fairly onsistent desription of not only the one- andtwo-neutron transfer data, but they also reprodue the sum of measuredfusion and deep-inelasti ollision ross setions.One should mention also that in the ase of heavy nulei transfer oftenhappens from and to Coulomb exited states. Suh a proess is best studied



Transfer Reations Near the Coulomb Barrier 1435using -ray experiments like the ones performed by the Rohester group [41℄and desribed in Cline talk in these proeedings.Finally, I disuss in the next setion halo nulei.7. Halo nuleiIn the last ten years sine the advent of Radioative Beams (RIBs) [52℄ anew phenomenon alled 'nulear halo' [53℄ has appeared in nulear physis.There is a halo on a nuleus (Ex: 11Be) when the last neutron or the lastouple of neutrons, as in 11Li or 6He, are very weakly bound (" � �0:1 MeV)and in a single partile state of low angular momentum (s or p). Then thesingle partile wave funtion has a long tail whih extends mostly outsidethe potential well. Beause of these harateristis the reations initiatedby suh nulei give large ross setions for neutron breakup, a reation inwhih a neutron is transferred not to a bound state of the aeptor butrather to ontinuum �nal states (i.e. ejeted). Also the ejetile parallelmomentum distributions following breakup are very narrow, typially 40�45 MeV/, whih is related to the large spatial extension of the halo nuleivia the unertainty priniple. There are also some andidates for a protonhalo, like 8B [54�56℄. But beause of the Coulomb barrier whih keeps thewave funtion loalized at the interior, there is still not a lear experimentalevidene for this phenomenon. More reently another radioative nuleus19C has been produed [57℄ but there also the presene of a halo has notbeen unambiguously proved yet.Then halo nulei seem to be the ideal andidates for the study of thenulear periphery harateristis. What is aepted by now is that the halois a property of the single partile state whih is near the partile emissionthreshold so that even if its binding energy is still negative, a large part of itsstrength is already in the ontinuum. The reations studied so far are mainlyof the breakup type at high energy (Ein � 40 MeV/u). In suh a situationthe formalism of Eq. (1) applies with the transfer probability substituted bythe breakup probability [58℄. The latter has still an exponential behaviorrelated to the neutron momentum distribution in the initial state. Thereforesuh reations an give the same type of information as the transfer reations.Furthermore, while transfer between normal nulei gives information only onone value of the momentum distribution of the neutron in eah of the twointerating nulei [16,22℄, it is only when breakup ours that thanks to theontinuum distribution of �nal energies, the full momentum distribution inthe initial state an be studied.The �normal� mathing ondition near the barrier Q = 0 , disussed inSetion 3, would learly be di�ult to realize beause of the small initialbinding, unless the projetile-ore and target are the same, as disussed in



1436 A. Bonaorso[59℄ for example. In most of the ases it will be Q > 0. Also various transfersto exited states will perhaps be possible. Suggestions about transfer withweakly bound nulei have reently been made in [60, 61℄.The lowest inident energies aessible will probably be in the LNS inCatania with the projet EXCYT [62℄ and it will be of the order of 3�10MeV/u. For Li this means Ein = 33�110 MeV whih orresponds to nearthe Coulomb barrier for a target nuleus like Pb (VCB � 36 MeV). Then themathing ondition jQj � mv2=2 will be realisti giving as most favorite �nalenergy a positive value of the order of "f = 10 MeV. It is well known thatthere is a group of resonanes in that positive energy range (2h11=2, 1k17=2,and 1j13=2) in lead and they ould be in priniple populated by transfer.The same ould be done on lighter targets like 90Zr or 40Ca . These will bevery di�ult experiments, beause of the low beam intensities and beauseof the ompetition with Coulomb breakup. It appears then as if reationsmehanisms typial of the regime of �high energy� for normal nulei oulddominate also when �low energy� beams of weakly bound projetiles will beused. I have estimated the one-neutron transfer ross setion vs. breakupfor the system 11Be + 9Be for whih the ground state-ground state Q-valueis Q = 6:3 MeV. At Ein = 3 MeV/u (VCB � 3:7 MeV) I �nd a transfer rosssetion �t = 5:5 mb vs. a breakup ross setion �b = 355 mb.Another interesting question is whether the breakup hannels would di-minish or inrease the fusion probability . Experiments performed at Rikenby Petrasu et al. [63℄ and at Ganil by Fekou-Youmbi et al., [64℄ do not giveany lear evidene. Atually it seems that 11Li and 9Li give the same fusionross setions. In Fig. 8 I show the results for the fusion of 11Be and 9Bewith 238U [64℄ as a funtion of the inident energy.From the point of view of theoretial alulations, von Oertzen and Krou-glov [65℄ use standard oupled hannel alulations to show that fusion willbe inhibited. However one should mention that oupled hannel odes donot treat breakup properly beause they do not have the proper form fatorand beause they annot have the proper optial potential whih is still un-known. Takahashi et al. [66℄ make an argument based on the dependene onthe separation energy whih seems very onvining and they onlude thatfusion will not be enhaned, atually they �nd up to 40% redution at highenergy. Dasso and Vitturi [67℄ leave the problem open.A very good disussion an be found in Signorini [68℄ and Thompson [69℄talks at the Fusion 97 onferene. Thompson makes a lear argument aboutthe interpretation of the mehanism of breakup. If it goes trough somesort of inelasti exitation in the projetile then being somehow reversibleit ould enhane fusion (see Imanishi and von Oertzen [59℄), otherwise apure three body breakup would inhibit fusion. The ompetition betweeninelasti low-lying exitations in the projetile and transfer to target states
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Fig. 8. Fission ross setion for 9;11Be + 238U as a funtion of the ratio Em=V.The line orresponds to the oupled-hannels alulation for 9Be + 238U reation.is a long-standing problem in the study of nulear reation mehanism, sinethe paper of Bertsh and Shae�er [70℄. In fat the two situations ouldbe omplementary and most relevant at low and high energy, respetively.Clearly the struture of the initial nuleus is very important. In 11Li the sand p states forming the 2-neutron halo have a very strong overlap whihmakes them deay simultaneously into the ontinuum in breakup reations.On the other hand there are lear evidenes that in 6He breakup the �rstneutron breaks up immediately while the other deays in �ight going throughthe exitation of a resonane, the 1p3=2 ground state of 5He whih has anestimated width of � = 600 keV aording to Aleksandrov et al. [71℄. Alsothere is some evidene that fusion initiated by 6He is enhaned with respetto 4He (see Proeedings ENAM '98) [72℄.8. ConlusionsI would like to onlude this paper by saying that due to the spae�timelimitations I am not able to disuss several interesting subjets as multistepproesses and their interferene with one-step reations [9,73℄, transit to thehaoti reation regime [73℄, interferene between inelasti sattering andtransfer from high-spin states in deformed nulei [9, 74℄, searhing for thenulear analog of the Josephson e�et [9, 23, 43, 74, 75℄, �diaboli points� onnulear rotational state population in 2n transfer and transition from thesuper�uid to the normal phase at high angular momentum [74, 76℄, or ap-
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